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Woody biomass production lags stem-girth
increase by over one month in coniferous forests
Henri E. Cuny et al.*
Wood is the main terrestrial biotic reservoir for long-term
carbon sequestration1, and its formation in trees consumes
around 15% of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions each
year2. However, the seasonal dynamics of woody biomass production cannot be quantiﬁed from eddy covariance or satellite
observations. As such, our understanding of this key carbon
cycle component, and its sensitivity to climate, remains
limited. Here, we present high-resolution cellular based
measurements of wood formation dynamics in three coniferous
forest sites in northeastern France, performed over a period of
3 years. We show that stem woody biomass production lags
behind stem-girth increase by over 1 month. We also analyse
more general phenological observations of xylem tissue
formation in Northern Hemisphere forests and ﬁnd similar
time lags in boreal, temperate, subalpine and Mediterranean
forests. These time lags question the extension of the equivalence between stem size increase and woody biomass
production to intra-annual time scales3–6. They also suggest
that these two growth processes exhibit differential sensitivities to local environmental conditions. Indeed, in the wellwatered French sites the seasonal dynamics of stem-girth
increase matched the photoperiod cycle, whereas those of
woody biomass production closely followed the seasonal
course of temperature. We suggest that forecasted changes
in the annual cycle of climatic factors7 may shift the phase
timing of stem size increase and woody biomass production
in the future.
The atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration undergoes a
seasonal cycle in the Northern Hemisphere with a 6–19 p.p.m.
amplitude8, thereby representing intra-annual net ﬂuxes greater
than annual anthropogenic emissions. This cycle is predominantly
driven by the annual rhythm of terrestrial plant activity, including
the balance between carbon assimilation by photosynthesis,
release by respiration and sequestration through biomass formation.
Wood formation is the primary biological process through which
carbon is durably sequestered in woody plants, and is thus a
major contributor to the net forest carbon sink of about 2.5 petagrams of carbon per year that mitigates climate change2. However,
large uncertainties remain in the response of the global carbon
cycle to continuing climate change9. For example, increased seasonal amplitudes in the Northern Hemisphere carbon dioxide concentration over the last decades suggest large ecological changes in
northern forests and a major shift in the global carbon cycle8.
In situ observations are required to better identify the intraannual dynamics of the biological processes controlling carbon
cycling in terrestrial ecosystems, and to accurately quantify their
inﬂuence on the global carbon budget.
Since the late 1990s, ‘eddy covariance’ measurements have
emerged as the primary technique to evaluate net carbon ﬂuxes
between a forest canopy and the atmosphere, from sub-hourly to
yearly time scales10. Inside a forest ecosystem, carbon allocation

among the different biomass components (for example leaves,
stems, roots, soil) can be estimated using repeated inventories3,
including measurements of tree size changes4 and litter fall11, and/
or assessment from phenocams12 or remote sensing13. At ﬁne
time scales, joint assessments of carbon ﬂuxes in forest ecosystems
using eddy covariance and tree size measurements often do not
yield compatible perspectives on intra-annual ecosystem carbon
dynamics14,15. This is not surprising, as none of these methods
allow a direct quantiﬁcation of when carbon is sequestered in the
wood or mechanistic insights on the physiological processes
driving woody net primary production. Moreover, external
measurements of tree girth are not only recording xylem tissue formation, but are also inﬂuenced by the formation and degradation of
bark tissues and stem water status15,16. A detailed, process-oriented
understanding of woody biomass production is therefore a timely
and necessary endeavour to improve our knowledge of terrestrial
carbon cycle and its interactions with climate.
Here, we investigate the seasonal dynamics and climatic sensitivity of tree radial growth and woody biomass production by performing 3 years of weekly observations of wood formation for
three temperate mixed coniferous forests (silver ﬁr, Norway
spruce and Scots pine) located in the Vosges Mountains in northeast
France. Detailed measurements of the developing wood and resulting tree-ring structure in concert with accurate computation of cellular development kinetics17 allow us, for the ﬁrst time, to quantify
the magnitude and dynamics of carbon sequestration into tree stem
on intra-seasonal time scales (Supplementary Fig. 1). Notably, by
compiling and analysing more general data spanning the
Northern Hemisphere on the timing of xylem tissue formation,
we demonstrate the consistency of key ﬁndings across the major
coniferous forest biomes.
We ﬁnd that wood formation processes spanned nearly
7 months, from mid-April to early November, in the Vosges
Mountains (Fig. 1). This period encompasses the production and
differentiation of the new xylem cells through cambial cell divisions,
cell enlargement and cell wall thickening (including secondary wall
formation and ligniﬁcation). The complex integration of these cellular processes results in both xylem size increase and woody biomass
production. The rates of xylem cell production and xylem size
increase peaked at the end of May, with xylem cell production
also showing a secondary mid-summer local maximum (Fig. 1b).
In these consistently well-watered forests, the dynamics and
magnitude of xylem size increase generally matched the seasonal
changes of stem girth measured by dendrometers on the same
trees (Fig. 1a,c; Supplementary Fig. 2). Enlargement of the newly
differentiating xylem cells was responsible for 80% of the xylem
size increase, with the remaining 20% attributable to the production
of the new xylem cells (Fig. 1c). Consequently, the rate of xylem size
increase peaked when most cells were in the enlarging phase, which
furthermore coincided with development of large earlywood cells.
In contrast, woody biomass production was mostly (90%) driven
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Figure 1 | Seasonal dynamics of stem-girth increase, xylem size increase and woody biomass production. a, Stem-external radial variations. b, Rate of
xylem cell production through cambial cell divisions and number of cambial cells (shading). c, Rate of xylem size increase, with isolated contributions of
cell production and cell enlargement, together with the number of enlarging cells (shading). d, Rate of woody biomass production, which sums the carbon
sequestered by wall thickening plus that from cell enlargement and cell production. Shading is number of wall thickening cells. Vertical blue and red dashed
lines indicate time of maximal rates of xylem size increase and woody biomass production. Data are means for the three northeast France sites (Vosges
mountains), with the three species (silver ﬁr, Norway spruce and Scots pine) monitored during three years (2007–2009).

by cell wall thickening and followed a symmetric bell-shaped curve
peaking in early July (Fig. 1d). Contrary to long-held hypotheses
that the maximal rate of woody biomass production occurs
during latewood development17, we ﬁnd this takes place during
the formation of the transition wood (between earlywood and latewood), before the differentiation of the small and thick-walled latewood cells had even begun.
We observe a shift of 40 days between the maximal rates of xylem
size increase and woody biomass production (Fig. 1c,d). In midSeptember, when xylem stopped increasing in size, woody
biomass production was still at almost 50% of its maximal rate.
Woody biomass production requires on average 26 days to reach
2

the same relative advancement as xylem size increase (Fig. 2a). In
this sense, 90% of the ﬁnal tree-ring width was completed by
early August, whereas only 70% of the ﬁnal amount of carbon
was permanently ﬁxed into xylem cell walls.
The asynchrony we observe at the tissue level between xylem size
increase and woody biomass production is the complex integral of
cellular characteristics, developmental phases and kinetics, and the
ever-changing proportion of cells in these phases during tree-ring
formation. In fact, growth in size and biomass are dissociated
even at the cellular level. Immediately after its birth, a maturing
xylem cell enlarges radially, stretching its thin primary wall
without incorporating much carbon. Only once the ﬁnal cell size
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Figure 2 | Asynchrony of xylem size increase and woody biomass
production, along with xylem phenology. a, Time lag between seasonal
dynamics of xylem size increase and woody biomass production when
both processes are expressed in percentage of completion. b, Critical
dates of the phenology of xylem tissue formation used to estimate the
mean time lag between xylem size increase and woody biomass production
(mean time lag = ((bW − bE) + (cW − cE))/2, see Methods). c, Similarity of
results for mean time lag between xylem size increase and woody biomass
production as derived from the integration of the kinetics of each developing
xylem cell and from the assessment of the phenology of xylem tissue
formation. In a,b, data represent the means (with associated standard
deviations in b) for northeast France (over sites, species and years). In
c, boxplots represent nine values of mean time lag (one value per site and
year). Different letters above boxes indicate signiﬁcant differences (P < 0.05,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, n = 18).

is reached, the cell wall thickening starts and sequesters the majority
of carbon ﬁxed in the cell structure. Moreover, although cell enlargement is principally a rapid physical process, wall thickening
involves time-consuming assembly of complex material17. This
difference systematically increases during the growing season, as
the wide thin-walled earlywood cells require 12 days for enlargement and 22 days for wall thickening, whereas the narrow thickwalled latewood cells require 6 and 50 days, respectively17. All
these factors explain why growth in biomass lags behind growth
in size at our sites in France.
To assess if the time lag between xylem size increase and woody
biomass production is common to diverse coniferous forest biomes,
we compiled phenological observations of xylem tissue formation
from a network of 51 sites across the Northern Hemisphere
(Supplementary Table 1). Although detailed cellular development
kinetics are not available for these sites, our data from northeast
France show that the periods devoted to xylem size increase,
NATURE PLANTS | www.nature.com/natureplants
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Figure 3 | Delay between xylem size increase and woody biomass
production for the major coniferous forest biomes of the Northern
Hemisphere. Different letters above bars indicate signiﬁcant differences
(P < 0.05, one-way analysis of variance with Tukey post-hoc test, n = 213).
See Supplementary Table 1 for sites.

woody biomass production and the mean time lag between these
two processes can be reasonably estimated by using the available
observations on the timing of xylem tissue formation (that is beginning and cessation of cell enlargement and cell wall thickening
periods) (Fig. 2b,c). Accordingly, we observe approximately
1-month time lags for boreal (27 ± 6 days), temperate (28 ± 8
days) and subalpine forests (30 ± 7 days), and nearly 50% longer
for Mediterranean forests (49 ± 15 days) (Fig. 3). The longer and
more variable time lags observed in Mediterranean regions may
be linked to longer growing seasons (related to favourable
thermal conditions) and more complex growing patterns (related
to summer water stress) that characterize such environments18.
These analyses allow us to conclude that the delay between
xylem size increase and woody biomass production quantiﬁed
for the French sites is common to the Northern Hemisphere
coniferous forests.
The widespread asynchrony between xylem size increase and
woody biomass production suggests a different sensitivity of these
processes to climatic factors. We can test these notions by returning
to the comprehensive French dataset. Cross-correlation and
regression analysis between the seasonal course of the environmental conditions (day length, light radiation intensity, soil water
content, temperature) and the intra-annual dynamics of xylem
size increase and woody biomass production reveal consistent synchronizations for all three species: the intra-annual dynamics of
xylem size increase had the strongest relationship with photoperiod
(Fig. 4a,b), whereas woody biomass production was tightly coupled
with the seasonal temperature course (Fig. 4c,d).
These results offer new insights into the adaptation of plants to
their environment. Photoperiod has long been regarded as a
stable indicator of the time of the year that controls many developmental responses in plants19. In extra-tropical trees, the onset of
xylem production is controlled by temperature20,21, but our results
support the idea that its dynamics then synchronizes with the
photoperiod cycle to ensure cells will have sufﬁcient time to ﬁnish
their differentiation before winter22. The synchronization we ﬁnd
between woody biomass production and the seasonal cycle of
3
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Figure 4 | Coordination of xylem size increase and woody biomass production with environmental factors. a, Cross-correlation between the seasonal
dynamics of xylem size increase and environmental factors. b, Relationships between the seasonal dynamics of xylem size increase and day length.
c, Cross-correlation between the seasonal dynamics of woody biomass production and environmental factors. d, Relationships between the seasonal
dynamics of woody biomass production and temperature. Data are means for the three northeast France sites (Vosges mountains), with the three species
(silver ﬁr, Norway spruce and Scots pine) monitored during 3 years (2007–2009). In a,c, the different curves represent the mean correlation coefﬁcients
between the different couples of series according to a time lag applied to one of the two considered series (see Methods for details on cross-correlation).
Shaded area around lines represents 95% conﬁdence interval. Hatched area represents coefﬁcient values above signiﬁcance level (P > 0.05). For b,d, each
point represents the mean value of the process rate within a class of the environmental factor, and vertical bars represent 95% conﬁdence interval.

temperatures is less well understood, but could be linked to the
strong metabolic activity that supports cell wall thickening23,24.
Cell wall ligniﬁcation in particular has been suggested to be the
most temperature-sensitive process involved in tree carbon
balance25. Yet, caution is warranted in extrapolating these climatic
associations from northeast France, a region characterized both by
sufﬁcient precipitation and strong seasonal changes in light and
temperature, to other regions. While we expect comparable ﬁndings
for similar biomes, a higher sensitivity to water availability may be
expected in environments characterized by strong and regular
mid-season soil water deﬁcits, as in the Mediterranean.
The time lag and different climatic associations found for xylem
size increase and woody biomass production are in agreement with
observations made by dendroclimatologists that cell size and cell
wall thickness chronologies (linked to xylem size increase and
woody biomass production, respectively) convey climatic signals
from different parts of the season26. Most generally, our ﬁndings
contribute to the explanation of why different climatic ﬁngerprints
are widely observed in tree-ring width and maximum wood
density27,28. Finally, since global change involves shift in the seasonal
climatic cycles7, the phasing of xylem size increase and woody
biomass production might change. With projections of continuing
climate change, all of these considerations suggest profound
4

impacts on tree-ring structure17, associated functional trade-offs29,
and carbon ﬂuxes in forest ecosystems3,6.
Our results question the inter-changeable usage of size growth
and biomass growth at intra-annual scales. Classically, in biomass
studies ‘growth’ is used to indifferently deﬁne an irreversible
increase in size or mass due to metabolic process3–6,28. As mature
trees cannot be weighed easily, mass gain is usually assessed from
stem diameter and/or tree height measurements via allometric
equations3–6. Increases in size and in biomass are actually well
related in space28, and at inter-annual time scales3,28, which has
further fuelled the idea that seasonal dynamics of tree-girth
changes equated directly woody biomass production3–6.
However, we demonstrate that, at the intra-annual scale, woody
biomass production lags signiﬁcantly behind xylem size increase,
suggesting challenges to properly infer the seasonal dynamics of
woody net primary production from external measurements of
stem size change. At a minimum, this time lag needs to be taken
into account, but estimates are further complicated by other
factors such as changes in stem water status that cause reversible
stem size ﬂuctuations15,16. Moreover, we hypothesize that reduced
agreement between cellular observations and external measurements of xylem production would be found at sites where the proportion of bark to the annual xylem increment is greater or where
NATURE PLANTS | www.nature.com/natureplants
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water storage undergoes stronger seasonal ﬂuctuations. The revealed
time lag also provides a mechanistic basis to understand the discrepancies observed between eddy covariance and tree size data5,14. It
notably contributes to explanations for the lack of relationships
between net ecosystem productivity and tree size changes at short
time scales5,15, and the positive forest carbon uptake when stemgirth increase is over in autumn14.
Finally, our work helps to better understand the seasonal balance
of terrestrial carbon, providing insights and methods to link
forest–atmosphere exchanges and woody carbon sequestration at
intra-seasonal time scales. Modelling the dynamics of the processes
that drive carbon ﬂuxes in different ecosystem components is a key
issue, especially for assessing how climate change impacts these ecosystems30. Our detailed mechanistic representation of when and
how carbon is sequestered into the wood during the growing
season provides crucial information on a major carbon ﬂux and
storage component of forest ecosystems. Such information is essential for further developing the process-based biosphere models to
better constrain modern carbon budgets and to predict future
carbon–climate interactions30.

Methods
Study sites for detailed monitoring of wood formation. Three sites were selected
in mixed mature temperate forests composed of silver ﬁrs (Abies alba Mill.), Norway
spruces (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) and Scots pines (Pinus sylvestris L.) in the Vosges
Mountains (northeast France). The three sites were spread on a north–south axis of
about 15 km and were named according to the closest town: Walscheid (370 m ASL,
48°38′N, 7°09′E), Abreschviller (430 m ASL, 48°36′N, 7°08′E) and Grandfontaine
(650 m ASL, 48°28′N, 7°08′E). On each site, pits were dug to depict soil proﬁles, and
complete inventories were built to describe stand structure. Based on these inventories,
ﬁve dominant and healthy trees of silvers ﬁr, Norway spruce and Scots pine were
selected on each site, for a total of 45 studied trees (5 trees × 3 species × 3 sites) for
3 years (2007–2009) of wood formation monitoring (Supplementary Table 2).
Dendrometer and meteorological data. Manual band dendrometers (DB-20, EMS
Brno, Czech Republic) were installed at breast height in March 2007 on the stem of
all selected trees, after the removal of most part of the dead bark, and were read
weekly thereafter to monitor stem circumference variations. Changes in stem girth
measured by band dendrometers were transformed into stem radial variations
assuming a circular cross-section of the stem.
Daily meteorological data (temperature, precipitation, cumulative global
radiation, wind speed and relative air humidity) of the monitoring period were
gathered from three meteorological stations, each of them located less than 2 km
from the corresponding site.
Modelling soil water balance and characterizing the seasonality of environmental
factors. We used a forest water balance model to assess the daily water balance of the
three studied stands during the 3 monitoring years (Supplementary Methods). Daily
water balance and meteorological data (temperature and light radiation) were then
smoothed using generalized additive models (GAMs) to obtain representative
seasonal trends of climatic conditions.
High-resolution quantiﬁcation of wood formation dynamics at northeast France
sites. To assess the seasonal dynamics of wood formation, small wood samples
(microcores) were collected weekly during 3 years (2007–2009) on the stem of the
selected 45 mature trees grown in three sites in northeast France. Microcores were
prepared in the laboratory, after what anatomical sections were cut, stained and
analysed using an optical microscope to track wood formation processes. On the
anatomical sections, we counted the cells in the different zones of differentiation
along the forming tree ring: cambial cells, enlarging cells, wall thickening cells and
mature cells. GAMs were then applied on the cell count data and used in concert
with detailed measurements of cell anatomy to compute the cellular development
kinetics (timing, duration and rate of cell enlargement and wall thickening). These
detailed quantiﬁcations of the cellular development kinetics were integrated over the
course of the season to compute the rate of xylem size increase and the rate of woody
biomass production. The latter was expressed in grams of carbon per tree based on
parameters such as carbon content in wood, density of the cell walls, tree height and
stem basal diameter. Full details on the sampling procedure, on the criteria used
to distinguish and count the cells in the different developing zones along the
tree ring, on the application of GAMs to the cell counts, on the anatomical
measurements and on the calculation of the rates of xylem size increase and woody
biomass production are given in the Supplementary Methods.
Estimate of the timing of growth processes in Northern Hemisphere forest
biomes. In addition to the detailed cellular based quantiﬁcations performed for the
NATURE PLANTS | www.nature.com/natureplants

studied sites in northeast France, we built a global dataset of more widely available
phenological observations of xylem tissue formation to estimate the timing of xylem
size increase and woody biomass production in diverse coniferous forest biomes of
the Northern Hemisphere (Supplementary Table 1). For that, we considered the
phenology of the periods of cell enlargement and cell wall thickening as proxies for
the timing of xylem size increase and woody biomass production, respectively. The
mean time lag between xylem size increase and woody biomass production was
assessed from the differences observed between the beginnings and the cessations of
the periods of cell enlargement and cell wall thickening (see Supplementary
Methods for further explanations).
Assessment of the phasing between the seasonal dynamics of growth processes
and environmental factors. To assess the synchronization between xylem size
increase, carbon sequestration and environmental factors during the season, crosscorrelations were performed between the different time series. We further assessed
dependency of xylem size increase and woody biomass production with the
environmental factors using linear models. Additional details on these analyses are
provided in the Supplementary Methods.
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